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Astronomy with:

    Charged Particles,
    Gamma Rays,
    Neutrinos
    and Gravitational Waves

Considerations in the spirit of
a “brainstorming discussion"



We are living in a “Golden Epoch”  in Astrophysics
where we have  witnessed the  birth and  the frst steps
in the development of “Multi-Messenger Astronomy"

Our understanding of the “High Energy Universe”
has signifcantly expanded and progressed

thanks  to  Observations  
obtained  recently with diferent messengers
in a broad range of energies.

There are strong motivations 
(based on  diferent arguments)
for the proposal  of

New Observation Programs 
of higher sensitivity
[again with diferent messengers,
in diferent energy ranges] 



….. therefore ….

Thanks  to Jorg, Antonella,  Ralph, Raphael,
Toshihiro, Charles, Lu, Ioana, Shoichi, Takashi, Fred
for organizing this workshop.

This is  a timely  and “necessary”  
(but far from easy) discussion. 



Diferent people can (and do) have  diferent  motivations
(or diferent sets of “priorities”)   for the study of the 
“High Energy Universe”.

This (in my view) should be seen as an element 
of “richness” for  the feld

One  is  exploring “new territory” 
 where  new phenomena   (“surprises”)  are possible   –
[and have in fact repeatedly appeared]

Dark Matter
Exotic Objects 
Violations of Symmetries (Lorentz Invariance)
…..

Even in the most “conservative approach”
the high energy sources are amazing objects 
that “stretch the imagination” and  constitute
unique laboratories  to test the fundamental physics  law. 



A program for future  observations 
should be constructed  in a way to be able to
give a  signifcant contribution  to the understanding
of high energy sources  even in a 
“conservative” [“no exotic  physics”]  approach.

If  new physics  appears  [as it could very well do] 
it will of course be exciting,
but  I consider also the  “minimum program”
(understanding the most “extreme objects”
in the present universe)  already of great  interest. 



Where are we now  with our understanding
of the “High Energy Universe” ? 
[and where will we be in 2030?]

Enormous progress,
but many essential  questions remain
(in my view)  not answered.

What are the contributions
of  the observations at the 
highest energies  have given to 
multi-messenger  astrophysics ?

[Spectrum, composition, anisotropies !]
   … but what do these results “mean” ?
  And how do they ft in the general picture ?

What are the best directions to make progress ?

Questions:



 Relativistic 
 charged particles

Three messengers are “inextricably”  tied together
[Cosmic Rays, Gamma Rays, High Energy Neutrinos
can really  be considered as three probes  that study the 
same underlying  physical  phenomena]

Transient sources associated with the  formation of compact objects : Gravitational Waves  



Relation  between
Comic Rays, Gamma-Rays ans Neutrinos:

Electrically charged particles  can acquire 
very large energies propagating in the electromagnetic felds
of  astrophysical  objects/transients.

Neutrinos and Gamma-rays are  generated
with approximately  equal rate in  the  decay of
pions (and other particles)  created  in  the interactions
of protons and nuclei [hadronic mechanism].

Gamma-rays are also  created by radiation processes 
of relativistic electrons/positrons  [leptonic mechanism]

Gamma Rays and neutrinos  trace the populations
of relativistic charged particles (protons/nuclei/electrons/positrons) 
in  the sources  



The relation  of the fuxes of  neutrino and Gamma-rays:
refects:

[1.] The  relative  importance of the  acceleration of
       electrons/positrons versus  protons/nuclei
        [a problem of central importance]  

[2.]  The efects of absorption (of photons) 
       inside  the sources and during propagation
       [and neutrino favor oscillations 
      + possibly other (new physics) phenomena]

The relation between the
Fluxes of Cosmic Rays observed at the Earth
and the  gamma rays and neutrino fuxes is a 
much more difcult and less understood problem
because it depends on 
(a) Escape of CR  from the sources
(b) Propagation  (in the Milky Way or/and extra-galactic space)
[Very large uncertainties  for both problems]
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Determining the  relation between

Galactic and Extra-galactic cosmic rays
is a fundamental problem. 
The key to open many doors.

Has this problem been solved ?

Many think it is so.....
[Transition at or near the “second Knee”]

I think the question is not robustly settled,
and that  it is  crucially important to clarify this point.



Gamma Ray Sky

Difuse fux +  Ensemble of (quasi)-point like sources



 Integral
 over  line of sight  

 [(CR density) * 
 (gas density)] 

 Study distribution
 of Cosmic Rays
 in the Galaxy



FERMI  4th Catalog    (5064 sources) Equal Area
Sky projection



170  → 200 Sources TeV  Sky



3034  3rd catalog sources   

sin [Galactic Latitude]

 isotropic 
 extragalactic component 

Galactic sources
in a thin disk 

Fermi sources
[Galactic + extragalactic]



Classes of Sources

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)         3208       88% 
(AGN of  “Blazar” class                   3137       86%)

Galaxies (Normal)                                4

Galaxies  (Star Forming)                      7

Pulsars                                              239        6.5%
SuperNova Remnants (SNR)             40         1.1%        

SNR + Pulsar Wind Nebulae            108        3.0%

Globular Clusters (many ms Pulsars [?])    30

Accreting Binary Stars                       11

Novae                                                   1

[Fermi sources
 associated with
 known objects ]

 extragalactic

 Galactic

72% of 
sources 



Fermi  fnds that the
extragalactic sky is
dominated by  “Blazar”emission



Local Energy density 

cosmic rays

stars 
+ dust

CMBR
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IceCube
(HESE)

AugerIceCube
(muons)

Fermi
EBL

Absorption efect



Blazars  in the  2LAC  FERMI catalog
(1121  objects) 
618  with redshift known  



Very broad   distribution of  luminosity   

Luminosity [1-100 GeV]



Spectral  Index of the Blazars in the 
FERMI 2LAC catalog.



M87  JET

Heber Curtis  (1918)
[Lick Observatory]

“Descriptions of 762 
 Nebulae and Clusters ….”

“...curious straight ray ... 
 apparently connected  
 with the nucleus by a
 thin line of matter.”



M87   (d=17 Mpc)



Schwarzschild radius

Photon capture radius





Superluminal  Motion



Observations

of M87
2005
2008
2010

HESS
MAGIC
VERITAS



VLBA  radio images
of M87  at 43 GHz 



Ignacio Taboada:   Neutrino 2018



Comparison  of the   gamma-ray  and neutrino   spectra:

Two  questions emerge naturally :
 1.  Is there an “excess of neutrinos”  [neutrino only sources must exist?]
 2.  Are there distinct classes os sources for photons and neutrinos ?
      [or rephrasing:  can Blazars be the dominant  neutrino source]
         



Evidence
of neutrino
emission from a

BLAZAR

TXS 0506+056



22 /sept/ 2017

Icecube  event                            E
vis

 =  23.7 +- 2.8 TeV

(Muon  entering the detector: 



TXS 0506+056



Is this  limit estimated by the IceCube Collaboration
on  the maximum contribution of Blazars
to the astrophysical neutrino signal valid ?

The implications would be of great interest.



Relation between  the neutrino and gamma spectra
and the emission of cosmic rays.

Very dependent on the  modeling of the source.

[Radiation felds, 
Magnetic structure]

Example:  The Milky Way Gamma and Neutrino emission
from the Milky Way is smaller
 (> order of magnitude for E > 100 GeV)

and softer 
than the CR emission 



Line: Waxman-Bahcall (1998)  extragalactic proton fux
          [+  “bound” on  extragalactic neutrinos]

Assumptions:   1.  Transition  Galactic/extra-galactic at the Ankle

                         2.  Spectrum  



Models  of the extra-galactic cosmic ray spectrum
where the transitions is  below the ankle
(associated to the “second Knee”)



Abu-Zayad et al.
arXiv:1803.07052

Mollerach, Roulet
arXiv:1812.04026
(very similar model)



[Note:]  
Models where the Galactic/extra-Galactic transition
is at lower energy have much higher energy density
in  extragalactic cosmic rays:

If there is approximate “equipartition”
between  the cosmic ray energy density
and the (turbulent)  magnetic feld: 



Examples of GRB  time profles (from BATSE   1991-2000)  



FERMI satellite   Gamma Ray Burst Monitor  (GBM)

10 years catalog  1998-2008   [50-300 KeV]

 Isotropic  distribution 



 2357 GBM GRBs   (gray asterisks)
(160 + 16)   long (short) LAT-detected GRB

2nd  FERMI-LAT  GRB catalog       (2008/ July/14 – 2018/July/31) 

[0.1 – 100 GeV]







 Fermi paper
 lower limit on  
 Lorentz Factor
 of outfow

Science  

3rd January 2014 



Hubble
Space Telescope

Detection
of SN 2013 cq
and its host galaxy

[at z = 0.3399]

GRB 0.83'' 
from center if Galaxy
(4 kpc)





Time profle [SWIFT (Bat)]  [15-350 keV]   

GRB 130427A 



Afterglow of GRB 130427A



 95 GeV photon
 (at observation.
 128 GeV at the source) 



Quantum Gravity efects
[space-time  granularity]





GBM  time-duration  distribution T[90% of fuence]

LogNormal
distribution
fts



Short versus Long GRB's 



Association Long GRB's   with SN  explosions

GRB  980425SN 1998bw







Gravitational   Waves



GW150914



GW150914

Wave form  allows to  reconstruct  the  parameters of
the  Binary Black Hole  system (and test  General  Relativity)  



1st Catalog of  Gravitational-Wave  transients





Black Hole mass distribution in the Universe



 GW 170817



NGC 4993



GW 170817

GRB 170817A





Numerical Simulation  [35 msec] of merging of 2 neutron stars 

L. Rezzolla et al.  ApJ (2011)



7.5 
msec

13.8 
msec

15.26 
msec

26.5 
msec



“Artist view”  of
Accreting 
Binary  System



Superluminal Motions in microQuasars
in our Galaxy

GRS1915+105

Observations in radio

“Two  pairs of bright
  radio condensations”



Understanding the formation of the  “relativistic  jet”  in
  
●  Active Galactic Nuclei
●  MicroQuasars
●  Gamma Ray Bursts (short and long) 

and the  acceleration of particles associated to the
phenomenon

are problems that are intimately related  to each other,
and  a full understanding will require putting together
information  obtained with all messengers.



Efects of Relativistic Beaming

Simplest modeling of a source
as  a plasma “blob” moving relativistically
and emitting particles isotropically in the “blob frame”

Emission strongly peaked forward  in “lab frame”

Lorentz factor



Relativistic 
Beaming: 
(in lab frame)

Isotropic emission
in “blob frame”



Ensemble of sources
with the same Lorentz factor

Distribution of emission
angle, forward peaked 



A comment on the   UHECR observations
of Auger  and Telescope Array:

Spectra

Composition

Anisotropies



Cosmic ray spectra at very high energy 



Structures in the spectrum are clearly established
but a composition study is needed to  gain
physical understanding 

(Auger)



Auger Collaboration

Observations
of the development
of the Longitudinal
 profles of the showers

Implications for the 
evolution of the composition



The evolution of the composition that emerges
from the Auger data

P.L. PRD 103.103009
arXiv:2012.06861
 



These results are:

1. Very surprising  [at least for me]

2.  Have great importance and profound implications

3.  Need to be reinforced and confrmed

1a.   What are the components below the Ankle ?

1b.  Very hard  spectral shape for the 
       “super-ankle” component.

1c.   Very “peculiar” composition of the 
       super-ankle CR emission

1d.   Need to “adjust” the  extragalactic sub-components

1e.  Sharp cutof for the acceleration.
       What is its astrophysical origin.



These results are:

1. Very surprising  [at least for me]

2.  Have great importance and profound implications

3.  Need to be reinforced and confrmed

It  would be very desirable if the main lines
of this interpretation   could be confrmed 
by a second experiment.

[In my view it it vital for the feld that
a consistent interpretation is obtained from 
the data of Auger and  Telescope Array]



Measurements of the
proton-air
interaction length
from air-shower 
observations.

Signifcant tension
between the Auger results
that estimate a small
proton fraction at high energy
and the two Telescope Array
measurements of the
proton-air cross section.

P.L. PRD 103.103009
arXiv:2012.06861
 



To conclude...

The crucial  question  (for me)  is:

If you build it …..

… will  they come  ? 
  
   [CR sources,
     unambiguous anisotropies,  ...]



Better to rephrase:

How large 
(and with what  characteristics)
should one build a new CR detector 

to fnally observe CR sources  ?
  

I see no simple  answer to this question,
because the uncertainties are too large.



The  uncertainties suggest to: 

 “go as big as possible”

However:

There are also good motivations  to have a

  “good quality” measurement
that can have sensitivity to composition
(and to shower development  models)
[Crucial  problem:  hadronic interactions]

[I also think it is a “prerequisite” 
is to consolidate the study of the lower energy range
(from the “Knee” to the “Ankle”)]

one has to fnd a “best solution”  that addresses
these two goals. 
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